Present perfect past simple text exercise pdf

English Level: IntermediateLanguage Focus: A review of the Past Simple, the Present Perfect (Simple), and the Present Perfect Progressive (Continuous)Worksheet Download: present-perfect-past-simple-worksheet.docx (scroll down to study the exercises online)Jump to: Present Simple (below), Present Progressive, ExercisesVerb Tense Review:
The Past SimpleWe use the past simple verb tense to talk about events that happened at a specific time in the past. Usually, in these sentences, there is a word like 'yesterday' or 'last year' which shows the action happened at a time in the past that is finished.Past Simple Keywords: yesterday, last week, last month, last year, in 1994I washed my
clothes yesterday. (yesterday is finished)I met her in 2009. (2009 is finished)I woke up at 7 a.m. this morning. (this morning is finished)This actions happened in the past, they are finished, and there is no connection with now.Verb Tense Review: The Present PerfectSubject + [ Auxiliary verb 'have' ] + [ Verb in Past Participle ]I have met her.She has
visited Seoul.John has exercised twice this week.Present Perfect Keywords: today, this week, this month, this year, in my life, recently, lately, since, ever, never, yet, still, so farWith the present perfect, we cannot use a specific time in the past such as 'yesterday' or 'in 2008.' We use the present perfect when we talk about 1) actions that happened at
an unspecified time in the past, 2) actions in a period that has not finished yet, and 3) actions that began in the past and continue to the present.Let's review each case.1) Using Present Perfect with An Unspecified Time in the Past - Talking about ExperienceI have seen the movie Titanic.She hasn't met him.These two sentences don't say anything
about time. They don't have words like 'yesterday' or 'in 2008'. When we speak like this, we are talking about the experience we have had in life. These sentences are the same as saying:I have seen the movie Titanic in my life. (I have this experience)She hasn't met him in her life. (She doesn't have this experience.)We're talking about your life. Is your
life finished? No, you are still alive. Your life is a period that has not finished yet. This is usually how we use the present perfect (see the next case).2) Using Present Perfect with a Period That Has Not Finished YetI have paid my rent this month. (this month = a period that is not finished yet)I have gone to the doctor twice this year. (this year =
unfinished)I have been to Japan twice in my life. (your life = unfinished)I have flown in an airplane.**Again, in the last example, we use the present perfect because there is no mention of time. We are talking our life experience. And because your life is not finished yet, we use the present perfect. We cannot use the present perfect for dead people. For
example, 'Michael Jackson has sang in many concerts'. We cannot say 'has sang' because the period in which he sang (his career, his life) is finished. There is no connection with the present, so we use the Past Simple.3) Using Present Perfect Progressive for Actions that Continue from the Past until NowSubject + [ Auxiliary verb 'Have' ] + [ been ] [
Verb in ~ing form (Present Participle)]This is similar to the rule above.She has been working here since 2010.We have been waiting for 30 minutes.In these examples, it's the action that is unfinished. You began working, or waiting, in the past, and you are still doing it now. There is a clear connection with the present. We want to focus on the fact
that the action is still happening (now), we use the progressive tense -- in this case, it is the present perfect Progressive.Note: With the verbs live, work, teach, and study, there is no difference in whether you use the present perfect Simple or present perfect Progressive. For example, "I have lived here for two years." is the same as "I have been living
here for two years."There is one more situation in which we often use the present perfect.4) Present Perfect for Actions in the Very Recent PastI've just had breakfast, so I'm not hungry.Jane has lost her job, so she's sad.We could use either the present perfect or the past simple (Jane lost her job) for these sentences. True, both actions have finished,
but because they have happened very recently, there is still some connection with the present.Prepositions with the Present Perfect: Since & ForWe use since with the Present Perfect to indicate when an action (that continues to the present) began.I've been studying English since 2004. (I am still studying it)She has been married since she was 20
years old. (She is still married)People have been fighting in wars since the beginning of time. (They are still fighting)Again, these actions continued in the past until now. (Note: We use from for actions that started in the past and have finished, for example: I lived in that house from 2002 to 2004.)We use for to show the amount of time that has passed
since an action began.I have been studying English for 12 years.She has been married for 8 years.People have been fighting in wars for thousands of years.Practice: Exercises for Contrasting the Past Simple and Present PerfectRemember to look for the keywords, e.g. yesterday. These will help you decide if there is a connection with the present or
not.Exercises for For and Since (and From)Peter lived in Japan ...forfromsince 2001 until 2005. Now, he lives in Chicago. He has been living in Chicago ...forfromsince he left Japan. He works as a chef at a nice French restaurant. He has been working there ...forfromsince almost two years.Laura is an excellent golfer. She has been playing
golf ...forfromsince she was 8 years old. Now, she's a professional. She has also been coaching ...forfromsince several years. She started coaching me last year. ...ForFromSince then, I have become a much better player.Exercises: Present Perfect Simple or Present Perfect Progressive (Continuous)Hint: Do not use the progressive tenses for state
verbs.Insert the Correct Verb: Present Perfect Simple, Present Perfect Progressive, or Past SimpleI hope you've found these practice exercises useful. I could write a lot more about the present perfect, but these are the main ideas. If you have a question, leave a comment below.- Matthew Barton / Creator of Englishcurrent.com (copyright)Related
Lessons: English Exercises > verb tenses exercises Text using the WordPress visual editor jcole ⋅ Builder Modules Medicine Matters is a place to share department news in a way that is accessible to all and discuss issues and challenges important to our faculty, staff and academic medicine overall... read more » 1 Fran went / has gone ballroom
dancing last night. 2 Did you finish / Have you finished vlogging yet? 3 I had / have had this camera for over a year. 4 I read / have read the whole magazine in an hour. 5 Sam isn’t hungry because he already ate / has already eaten. 6 Did you go / Have you been cycling last weekend? 1 went 2 Have you finished 3 have had 4 read 5 has
already eaten 6 Did you go 1 I didn’t go rollerblading before. Is it fun?
…………………………………………….. 2 I’ve fallen over while I was ice skating.
…………………………………………….. 3 Did Jasmine text you yet?
…………………………………………….. 4 Dan has gone bowling on his birthday.
…………………………………………….. 5 I didn’t
go camping since last summer.
…………………………………………….. 1 didn’t go = haven’t been 2 ‘ve fallen = fell 3 Did Jasmine text = Has Jasmine texted 4 has gone = went 5 didn’t go = haven’t been 1 a I ……………………….. skateboarding lots of time. (go)
b Katie ……………………….. shopping yesterday. (go) 2 a When ………………………..
you ……………………….. that cake? (bake)
b I ……………………….. cakes since I was ten. (bake) 3 a Joe loves karate. He ……………………….. it for ages. (do)
b I ……………………….. ballet for a year, but I gave it up. (do) 4 a Northern Lights is a great book. ……………………….. you ……………………….. it? (read)
b I ……………………….. four
novels last month. (read) 1 ‘ve been; went 2 did; bake; ‘ve been baking 3 ‘s been doing; did 4 Have; read; read 1 I can still remember my tenth birthday party. (never)
I have never forgotten my tenth birthday party. 2 Tomorrow, Jason will go horse riding for the first time. (never)
Jason …………………………………………… horse riding before.
3 I haven’t played table tennis for a year. (ago)
I last …………………………………………… 4 Tom has just texted me. (a moment ago)
Tom …………………………………………… 5 The last time I vlogged was a year ago. (for)
I …………………………………………… a year. 6 Is this your first time at this gym? (ever)
…………………………………………… before? 7 My brother has collected stamps since he was six. (collecting)
My …………………………………………… when he was six. 2 has never been 3 played table tennis a year ago 4 texted me a moment ago 5 haven’t vlogged for 6 Have you ever been to this gym 7 brother started collecting stamps
Interviewer When 1………………………… you ………………………… (start) rollerblading? Tiffany
I first 2………………………… (go) rollerblading when I was nine. I 3………………………… (stop) for a few years, then I 4………………………… (take) it up again when I was in my teens. Interviewer How often do you practise? Tiffany
As often as I
can. But it 5………………………… (be) very wet recently, so I 6………………………… (not be able) to get out on the streets much, which is very frustrating. Interviewer Who are your favourite rollerbladers? Tiffany
I love watching Chris Haffey. I 7………………………… (always / admire) him. In 2011, he 8………………………… (break) the world
record for the longest jump – 30 metres! Interviewer 9………………………… you ………………………… (have) much success in competitions? Tiffany
Yes, I 10………………………… (win) quite a few competitions. I 11………………………… (come) first in the 2014 Street Rollerblading Open Championship. Interviewer That’s fantastic! 1 did, start 2
went 3 stopped 4 took 5 has been 6 haven’t been able to 7 ‘ve always admired 8 broke 9 Have, had 10 ‘ve won 11 came Twenty-three-year-old Sam Willoughby is a world champion BMX rider. He 1………………………… (get) his first bike when he was six, and since then he 2………………………… (take) par in numerous competitions, including the
2012 London Olympics where he 3………………………… (win) a silver medal. Although Sam is Australian, he 4………………………… (not live) in the country of his birth since he 5………………………… (leave) for the USA at the age of sixteen. During his first years in California, he 6………………………… (not have) any money, but since then, his prize money
7………………………… (make) him wealth. Sam currently lives in San Diego, and he has an American girlfriend, Alise Post. Alise, who 8………………………… (know) Sam for several years, is also a BMX champion. 1 got 2 has taken 3 won 4 hasn’t lived 5 left 6 didn’t have 7 has made 8 has known
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